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Why use Facility Navigator
Using the Facility Navigator ensures that you will be able to manage, maintain and locate all your organization’s physical assets.
More specifically you can virtually navigate through your organization to locate where exactly a piece of equipment is positioned 
and  for essential infrastructure such as water and electricity plan and control maintenance schedules.
All assets in the buildings or sites which your organization resides can be located and managed effectively.

Critical Management
Reduce response time to any downtime or crisis within your organization, prevent damage due to misinformation. The damage 
created by closing the wrong valve, shutting the wrong switch or cutting the wrong pipe can be devastating for an organization for 
years to come.

What If
Find your alternative route for any critical or non critical system in the organization (prevent the downtime during maintenance or 
break downs).
View "what ifs" in your planning phase and find all the information you need at your finger tips.

Facility Navigator Solution
Facility Navigator is a modular application so that customers can build up as many modules as they require. Information is 
displayed in a graphic layout exactly representing the physical location.
Accurately and promptly monitor any organizational need:
+ Floor space and assets to realize needs and usages.
+ Visually track, control and define the facility's assets that include all the equipment in an organization such as: electric boards, 

chairs, tables, air conditioners, piping, etc.
+ Maintain and administer all the electrical infrastructure systems, showing system connectivity.
+ Allows monitoring safety and preventive systems, presenting the information graphically and alphanumerically.
+ Manages communication network configurations both In-doors and out.

Facility navigator gives the organization a one stop solution for managing, retrieving and analyzing critical engineering 
information:
+  A unique platform with data analysis functionality based on data driven drawings.
+  Users can select and retrieve any engineering data from different systems.
+  Different levels of engineering data displayed through a user-friendly graphic interface.
+  Uses CAD drawings to consolidate data and visuals.
+  A comprehensive solution combining active data from control modules with passive data from infrastructure tools.
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Available System Modules
+ Space Utilization Module (SUM)
+ Asset Management Module (AMM)
+ Electricity Module (EMM)
+ Safety & Preventive Management Module (SPM)
+ Voice & Data Network Management Module (VDNM)
+ Piping Management Module (PMM)
+ Heating, Ventilation and Air-conditioning Management Module (HVAC)
+ Key Management Module (KMM)
+ History Management Module (HMM)
+ Localization Module (Wireless Technology)
+ Maintenance Management Module (FO)

System Modularity
The separation into basic elements(Space, Assets, Electricity, Piping, Voice & Data 
Networks, Heating Ventilation and Air-conditioning Systems) provides a deep and 
elaborate description of each of these elements in an infrastructure as an 
autonomous system providing a comprehensive source from which to manage and 
maintain these elements as a whole.
+ Trace connectivity lanes.
+ Manage loads on the systems.
+ Perform extensive and all-inclusive maintenance instead of pinpointing certain 

areas once at a time.
+ Assist in designing and planning organizational restructuring.
+ Create different "What if" scenarios, and apply them to the infrastructure as part 

of the planning process.
+ Plan emergency procedures based on each element.
+ See the elements in their entirety and not just as part of a section pertaining to a 

specific location.

TSG is a global provider of C4ISTAR solutions, With over four decades of experience. TSG specializes and has a proven 
track record in designing, developing, supplying and integrating advanced, comprehensive and highly innovative 
solutions and systems for the defense and homeland security sectors. Dedicated to delivering cutting-edge, best-of-
class solutions, TSG serves a diverse client base of governmental organizations worldwide. 
For more information about TSG, visit http://www.tsgitsystems.com.
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